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SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 602G: Same as No. 502E except contains five NPN transistors three of which are designed as independent, low-power devices 
with a peak h.-s at le= 4.0 mAdc and able to dissipate 60 mW of power. The other two devices are independent, medium
power transistors with a peak hFm at le= 50 mAdc, and able to dissipate 150 mW of power each; however, total power dissi
pation of the package is limited to 250 mW. 

No. 502G is a No. 500B chip mounted in a 16-lead, dual-in-line package. 
No. 502H: Characterized as a dual operational amplifier. Intended for use in the Speakerphone Station Sets and is compensated 

for closed loop gains greater than 8 dB. Optimized for use with ±6 volt power supplies but may be used over the range of 
±5.0 Vdc to ±9 Vdc. 

Each amplifier features internal compensation for closed loop gains greater than 8 dB. Amplifiers have short-circuit protection, 
offset voltage null capability, and large common-mode and differential voltage ranges. With ±9 volt power supplies, each 
amplifier has a minimum open-loop voltage gain of 1850 at 1 kHz, a maximum input offset voltage of 4.5 mVdc, a maximum 
input bias current of 400 nAdc, and a maximum input offset current of 80 nAdc. With a load resistance of 10 KOHMS, the 
minimum output voltage swing is +7.6 to -7.0 volts; and with a load resistance of 100 OHMS, the output current capability 
is ±15 mA. Maximum power supply current for both amplifiers is 7.0 mAdc at ±9 Vdc. Power supply connections are com
mon for the two amplifiers. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
No. 502J: Characterized as a three-input, high-impedance emitter coupled comparator that determines the transmit or receive 

state of the speakerphone. The three high-impedance inputs are followed by a differential reference threshold circuit. Current 
used to establish the reference voltage is coupled to the three-input comparator stage to minimize the effort of supply voltage 
variation on threshold circuitry. Output stage contains a controllable current sink that determines speed at which speaker
phone is switched from receive to transmit. Gain of the comparator in the active region is about 100 dB. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
No. 502K: Characterized as a rectifier and noise guard. Converts audio and noise signals coming from the microphone to de signals 

for comparison by No. 602J comparator circuit. Rectifier portion of circuit consists of three low-threshold, voltage-doubler, 
rectifier circuits. Appropriate RC networks are used to provide attack and release time constants. 

Noise guard section is made up of a high-input impedance differential amplifier with a current-sinking capability which is used 
to discharge a capacitor at the noise guard output. This circuit distinguishes between syllabic speech and steady noise signals 
by appropriate attack and release time constants and their relation to the time constants of the transmit channel. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
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